We are pleased to introduce the latest T&S Brass hose reel bracket model in our innovative hose reel product line.

The G018477-45 Heavy-Duty Stainless Steel Table Leg Hose Reel Swing Bracket is designed for mounting on a table that has 1⅛" (4.128 cm) diameter legs with a fixed 1⅝" (4.128 cm) diameter lower cross brace. This bracket requires a fixed lower cross brace. Please note that this bracket is not designed for tables with an undershelf or for tables with adjustable cross bracing.

Our versatile stainless steel swing bracket has 210° of rotation and can be installed to swing in either a left- or right-hand rotational direction. A spring-loaded latch locks the bracket into multiple locking positions. It has a built-in bumper that stops rotation of the bracket against the table's lower support brace.

The G018477-45 Swing Bracket gives you the flexibility to mount a hose reel closer to its cleaning application, thus saving excessive hose wear and user fatigue.

Also included:
- A long lasting composite base and bearing surface
- Supply hose holes with grommets
- All installation hardware
- All hose reel mounting hardware (hose reel not included)
- One-year warranty

**G018477-45 Swing Bracket Features:**
- Accepts most T&S hose reels
- 210° rotation with multiple locking positions
- Allows hose reel installation closer to cleaning location
- Convenient right- or left-hand mounting

**Hose Reel Swing Bracket**
- Can rotate 210°
- Hose bracket bumper; shows hose reel rotated under table (right-hand installation shown)
- Requires fixed cross brace supports
- Spring-loaded latch with multiple locking positions

**Latch Support for Right-Side Mounting**
- Supply Hose Grommet Hole
- 5-1/4" Latch Support for Right-Side Mounting
- 10-3/8" Latch Support for Right-Side Mounting
- 5-1/8" Latch Support for Right-Side Mounting